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 Lead Engineer, Design. February 13th, 2017. About Demolition Company Game. Demolition Company is a free-to-play
explosive multiplayer game played with vehicles. The story takes place in modern-day Moscow, a city plagued by conflict
between opposing sides. Players can play as private military contractors, terrorists, or government agents as they complete
contracts and dismantle contracts around the city. They will be offered contracts ranging from kidnapping to extortion to

assassination of high-level targets. The company offers a total of 29 different vehicle and weapon combinations, with more
being introduced as the game progresses. Players must travel across the city to complete jobs, pick up missions from various
locals and take down targets in order to win. Game Info The game is set in a modern-day Moscow, a city plagued by conflict

between opposing sides. Players can play as private military contractors, terrorists, or government agents as they complete
contracts and dismantle contracts around the city. They will be offered contracts ranging from kidnapping to extortion to

assassination of high-level targets. Missions in the game are handed out in an open-world style of gameplay. Players must drive
around the city to complete missions and earn in-game currency. The game is free-to-play, but has an optional premium version.
Both can be accessed through the game’s website. Gameplay The gameplay in Demolition Company is relatively simple. Players
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need to drive around a city map to complete their contracts. They are given a contract to take down a target, and are given a
“bonus” that will allow them to earn more money and buy weapons and vehicle upgrades. The open-world style gameplay is

broken up by two different modes. The first mode is called “Contracts”. When players complete a contract, they are awarded in-
game currency. Contracts can be done in multiple ways. Depending on the target, players can do any of the following: Disable

vehicle engines, destroy weapons and vehicles, or destroy infrastructure. After players complete a contract, they’re given a
“bonus”. This bonus can be spent to purchase weapons, vehicles, or to upgrade and maintain weapons and vehicles. Different

vehicles can be upgraded to increase durability, health, fuel consumption, speed, and more. Vehicles can be further modified to
further increase their performance. Different weapons can also be purchased, and can be further modified to increase damage

and damage over time. 82157476af
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